
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
Developer byss mobile has enabled its interactive photo sharing app for Intel® Atom™ tablets for 
Android*. This successful optimization invites a wider audience of mobile device users to personalize 
and share the weather at their current locations. As an Intel® Software Partner, byss mobile had access 
to a broad portfolio of technical and business benefits available through the Intel® Developer Zone.  

The InstaWeather app gives tablets users the ability to combine personalized, location-specific,  
up-to-date information and share it in one, clean format. By taking inspiring photos, commenting and 
adding conditions, users make the story of time and place an ongoing, creative activity.  InstaWeather 
uses a GPS tracking system that identifies current location and transmits local information like the 
temperature, air pressure, forecast and wind power. Users can easily share their surroundings and 
experiences on a variety of social media platforms. An intuitive user interface and glossy, high-
resolution graphics enhance this rich new way to enjoy the weather.
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InstaWeather Personalizes Current Conditions on Android* Tablets, Powered by Intel® 
The versatility and excellent performance of Android* tablets open up a world of new expression for 
travelers. Whether they are right in their hometown, or traversing an unfamiliar place, mobile device 
users can now share their journeys in an expansive way.   

InstaWeather Features:

Up-to-date Information

The app provides real time access to in-depth details about current 
locations and weather conditions, including: forecast, temperature, 
conditions, wind power and direction and air pressure.

Easy Photo Capturing

The user-friendly interface takes vibrant, high-resolution photos so 
tablet users can snap a picture, customize it and send it to friends 
and family who want to share in the experience.

Text and Editing

Captions let users comment on a photo, adding depth and 
immediacy to the moment. Comment on weather, create forecasts, 
even ask friends to help look for sunshine with an array of text and 
editing features.

Customizable “Skins”

70 different looks allow travelers to create imaginative, personalized 
weather reports from wherever they are.  Tablet users select frames, 
overlays and icons to share their environments and local weather 
conditions. 

Social Media Interactivity

Exchanging personal narratives through images and words is 
simple with this one, handy application.  Travelers can recreate the 
atmosphere and instantly share on social media sites like Facebook* 
and Twitter*.  

Mobile Utility

Tablets invite users to take their adventures to the next level.  The 
crisp, vivid graphics and sensitive touch screen enhance the present 
moment.  Once they have downloaded the InstaWeather app, mobile 
device users can enjoy hours of versatile portability.



InstaWeather on Tablets 
for Android*, Powered  
by Intel®

The latest Android* devices 
equipped with efficient 
Intel® Atom™ processors 
offer dependable, powerful 
performance to travelers 
who want to document their 
adventures.  
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